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One platform, unlimited flexibility



One platform, unlimited flexibility



The plan to build 
your brand

No-code 
automation

Everything you need to 
create a unique, 
recognizable online 
presence.

Streamlined business 
operations with 
automated workflows.

Omnichannel 
commerce

Growth 
optimization

Everything in one 
place with centralized 
sales ancommunication 
channels.

Your business, on your 
terms! Cutting-edge 
features to scale up and 
expand your business.

Unlimited storefronts

Premium design 
templates

Customizable design

Blog functionality

Flow Builder - Preview

Rule Builder - Preview

Custom products

Integrated 
marketing tools

Modular extendibility

Social commerce

Returns management

Shopware AI Co-Pilot

Global payment options

Expert partner network

Product support

Be great at what matters –
your brand. Create a unique, 
recognizable online 
presence, automate your 
workflows, and showcase 
your products at their 
absolute best.

Two staging 
environments

Support level:

*Business times are covered in two time zones: UTC-4 (New York, US), CEST (Berlin, Germany)



Experiment at the speed of 
your ideas with full flexibility 
to scale your business model, 
comprehensive B2C and B2B 
capabilities, and advanced 
CX features to elevate your 
online presence.

For all business 
models

Corporate 
storytelling

Seamless business growth 
with comprehensive B2B 
capabilities.

Collaboration facilitation to 
optimize and streamline 
your content strategy.

Optimized for 
international 
growth

Dynamic 
Access

Increased testing, staging, 
and storefront 
management capabilities 
for growing businesses.

Reduced manual 
workloads via more 
complex, multi-step 
automations.

Shopware Publisher

CMS extensions
(Quick view, Form Builder, 
Storytelling)

4 staging environments Increased Flow Builder 
functionality

Increased Rule Builder 
functionality

Full scalability

Advanced Search
Capabilities

B2B Suite

Quick ordering options
Rights and role 
management
Budget management

Dynamic Access

Support level:

*Business times are covered in two time zones: UTC-4 (New York, US), CEST (Berlin, Germany)



Full flexibility 
business models

High-level 
automation

Cutting-edge B2B 
and B2C 
functionalities to 
maximize growth 
across all business 
models.

Tools that turn 
complexity into 
simplicity. Automate 
time-consuming, 
interdisciplinary 
workflows and make 
your business work 
faster.

Full 
scalability

Distribution 
management

Test, stage, and 
manage as many 
storefronts as your 
business requires 
without sacrificing 
speed.

Distribution at scale, 
with options for 
managing multiple 
inventories and delivery 
methods.

First-class 
support

We're here for you 
24/7 to ensure your 
business keeps running 
smoothly.

Subscriptions

Returns management 
Customer self-service 
portal

Guided Shopping

Customer specific 
pricing

Full Flow Builder 
capabilities 

Full Rule Builder 
capabilities

Unlimited staging 
environments

Multi-inventory Dedicated 
account manager

Developer support

24/7 tech support

Whatever you sell, however 
you sell it. Take your 
business above and beyond 
with maximum adaptability, 
next-level customer 
experiences, and premium 
support by your side.

Support level:

*Business times are covered in two time zones: UTC-4 (New York, US), CEST (Berlin, Germany)
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B2B Components

Composable Frontends
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AI Copilot
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AI-Assistent für 
Produktbeschreibungen
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AI-generierte Produkteigenschften 
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Keyword-Assistent für Bilder
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personalisierte Nachricht beim Checkout
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AI-generierte Zusammenfassung von Produktbewertungen
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AI-basierte Kundenklassifikation
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AI-generierter Content für Erlebniswelten
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AI Export-Assistent
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Composable 
Frontends

Lightspeed and lightweight development

more 
performance10x



C

increased 
performance

B2B Components
Pick and compose B2B capabilities as you need them

5x
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Vielen Dank!

Fragen?
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